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Ambient classroom sensing systems offer a scalable and non-intrusive way to find connections between instructor actions and
student behaviors, creating data that can improve teaching and learning. While these systems effectively provide aggregate
data, getting reliable individual student-level information is difficult due to occlusion or movements. Individual data can
help in understanding equitable student participation, but it requires identifiable data or individual instrumentation. We
propose ClassID, a data attribution method for within a class session and across multiple sessions of a course without these
constraints. For within-session, our approach assigns unique identifiers to 98% of students with 95% accuracy. It significantly
reduces multiple ID assignments compared to the baseline approach (3 vs. 167) based on our testing on data from 15 classroom
sessions. For across-session attributions, our approach, combined with student attendance, shows higher precision than
the state-of-the-art approach (85% vs. 44%) on three courses. Finally, we present a set of four use cases to demonstrate how
individual behavior attribution can enable a rich set of learning analytics, which is not possible with aggregate data alone.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Imagine, as an instructor, you had analytics that showed your class had frequent, active participation and
regular in-class collaboration with their classmates. Imagine you then got an update showing that frequent,
active participation typically only comes from 21% of the students in the class. Which of these reports would
spur you to consider making changes to your teaching approach? Classroom observations with a professional
development consultant can provide a snapshot of such information; valuable feedback about student behaviors,
and suggestions for teaching strategies based on observations of one or two sessions. Several protocols for
classroom observation provide complex measures about what instructors and students do in a classroom to
give in-depth feedback about student engagement, some even at the individual student level [5, 33]. However,
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these protocols are highly labor-intensive both in training observers to code the protocol accurately and in the
number of observers available [6]. Given the manual labor involved, repeated and longitudinal observations
with associated analytics are not possible. Instructors do not have the opportunity to try various techniques and
receive frequent observations to learn their own teaching strengths and weaknesses.
In recent years, techniques from the ubiquitous computing and sensing communities have offered a viable

alternative to the scarcity and cost of highly trained teaching observers [3, 30, 46]. These systems, however, are
either limited to research prototypes or small-scale, limited-time deployments due to the significant burden of
maintaining them over the long term [97]. Ambient classroom sensing systems utilize sensors (camera, microphone,
etc.) that are fixed in place to observe the entire classroom, and offer distinct advantages over instrumenting people
or individual seats, including ease of deployment and simplified maintenance when compared to individualized
instrumentation [97]. Notable examples include Edusense [1] and StuArt [94], which use video cameras and
computer vision techniques to detect what is happening during class. These systems excel in the analysis of
behavioral patterns in the aggregate, i.e., the number of students participating actively in a classroom session,
the distribution of students across seating arrangements, and the extent of student movement within the class.
However, there are still difficulties when it comes to disaggregating data and providing insights about individual
students. These challenges arise from factors such as the ambient classroom sensing system’s occasional inability
to detect a particular student within a given frame accurately, instances of occlusion occurring when a student
(or instructor) obstructs the view of another individual or the rapid and erratic movement of a student. These
issues result in the erroneous assignment of more individual IDs than there are students in the classroom.

We evaluated Edusense [1], one of the state-of-the-art classroom sensing systems by running their open source
implementation on our dataset, and found out that their ID assignment approach, which uses a combination of
Euclidean distance and body inter-keypoint distance matching may sometimes assigns as many as 2̃00 unique
student identifiers for relatively small classes, ones with just 15 to 20 students. Consequently, the reliability of
these systems to offer precise insights into individual behavioral patterns fails. This includes assessments of
an individual’s level of engagement and being able to differentiate between students who actively engage with
the instructor, engage with their peers, or don’t seem to engage with anyone. Furthermore, current ambient
systems are constrained to single sessions and do not have the capability to track student behaviors consistently
across multiple classroom sessions. Enabling such longitudinal analytics requires re-identifying anonymous
students across non-overlapping sessions. The field of person re-identification (Re-ID) explores this challenge for
security/surveillance applications [89]. However, these methods performwell only for individuals clearly visible in
all frames, failing in dynamic crowded classroom environments [89]. Student behavior association across multiple
sessions could be useful in understanding the consistency of student behaviors. Is a student always disengaged
all session, or was their disengagement just for a particular session, maybe due to a particularly difficult topic
covered on that day? While classroom observation protocols can help answer some of these questions, capturing
the behaviors of all individual students is still impractical and difficult for a single human observer [25].

We introduce ClassID1, a novel approach for longitudinal student tracking within and across classroom sessions
without any student instrumentation. Our method leverages key attributes of the structured nature of classroom
environments to make the problem more tractable. Specifically, we leverage the fact that the students in a course
tend to remain generally consistent over the duration of the course (modulo adds/drops). Additionally, students
predominantly face forward during most classroom activities [2, 9, 65]. In many types of classes, especially
lecture-based, seats used by the students remain in the same physical location, and students often sit in the
same or in a nearby seat across class sessions [29, 80]. These contextual cues provide continuity that facilitates
persistent identification and re-identification. The consistency over sessions and directed focus together enable
individual-level behavioral analysis. These semi-natural constraints help to link student actions to persistent

1 www.github.com/edusense/ClassID
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but anonymous digital identities, and we leverage these to improve the accuracy of assigning consistent student
identifiers (IDs) in a computationally efficient manner.

ClassID utilizes videos captured from a 4K commodity camera placed at the front of the classroom looking at
the students. This footage is input to an ensemble of five pre-trained neural networks for multi-object tracking
[15], pose estimation [74], gaze estimation [2], finding of facial regions [23], and extraction of facial features [68].
These networks extract behavioral cues at the individual level at a video frame level. We propose a filtering and
reconciliation technique to reduce erroneously assigned multiple identifiers into reliable within-session identifiers,
which persist over time despite challenges posed by occlusions and student movements in a dynamic classroom
environment. For re-identification across sessions, we generate per-individual representations integrating gaze
patterns and facial features extracted from each session. A constrained matching process then associates these
signatures across multiple sessions, enabling persistent tracking of individuals. Our approach goes beyond simply
combining existing ML algorithms by adapting and integrating them in a context-aware manner and introducing
new methods, contributing to the advancement of ambient classroom sensing and learning analytics. This
context-aware approach differentiates our work from generic multi-object tracking and re-identification methods,
establishing a foundation for ambient classroom sensing systems to support equitable learning experiences.
We evaluate ClassID on 15 classroom sessions spanning three distinct courses. Our evaluation show that for

within-session attribution, ClassID can assign unique IDs to 98% students with an accuracy of 95% on average
and significantly reduce erroneous assignment of multiple identifiers for the same individuals when compared
with baseline approach (3 vs. 167 on average). Our cross-session matching also shows promise, attaining higher
precision than a top re-identification technique (85% vs. 44% on average) when combined with attendance
information at session level. Finally, we show four use cases to demonstrate how we can enable analytics using
individual-level data that is not possible with aggregate-level data.
In summary, we make the following contributions:
• We propose ClassID, a novel method to (a) assign anonymous identifiers to students within classroom
sessions for reliable behavior attribution without any student instrumentation, and (b) create session-level
representation for individuals and match these representations to re-identify students across sessions.

• We evaluate ClassID on 15 classroom sessions across three courses, and show that it demonstrates reliable
within-session ID assignment (achieving 95% accuracy on 98% students on average) and does significantly
better than a baseline approach (Edusense [1]) in reducing erroneous multiple ID assignments (3 vs. 167 on
average). For across-session ID matching, ClassID outperforms generic re-identification methods (85% vs.
44%) by developing session-level ID representations tailored to crowded classroom dynamics and leveraging
instructor-provided attendance constraints.

• We present four use cases showcasing new insights into student participation, engagement, and interactions
over long timescales, which is not possible from aggregated data. These analytics can enhance existing
classroom observation protocols and multimodal learning analytics systems with more granular data about
student learning behaviors.

2 BACKGROUND & RELATED WORK
In this section, we focus on the importance of understanding individual student behaviors instead of just looking
at aggregate data. We also look at how current ambient classroom sensing systems assign IDs to students during
a single session and recent studies on person re-identification across multiple cameras.

2.1 Importance of Individual Behavior Attribution in Classroom Setting
Classroom observation protocols can help instructors gain better awareness of their and students’ behaviors
toward better student engagement. These observations involve a professional development expert attending a
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class session and coding classroom behaviors in real-time according to a set protocol. For example, the Classroom
Observation Protocol for Undergraduate STEM (COPUS) classifies active and passive teaching behaviors to give
instructors feedback about active teaching implementation [73]. While some of these protocols capture data
in the aggregate, some go further in capturing student engagement on group and individual levels. This can
be important for understanding how instructors teach equitably across all students [63, 77]. Solely aggregate
data may not fully capture the nuance of behaviors, particularly in understanding student engagement and
learning. For example, Reinholz and Shah [13, 62] found that disaggregated data visualizations of individual
student data drew teachers’ attention to social markers of equity. For classroom observation protocols that
capture individual student information, the Equity Quantified in Participation (EQUIP) observation tool consists
of a teacher or observer marking each time each individual student participates in class discussion [63]. The
VaNTH Observation System (VOS) includes capturing counts of which students are engaged and how [35]. The
Student Resistance and Instructional Practices (StRIP) [71] measures how students respond to and behave in
active learning activities. These observation protocols give a structure to classroom behaviors and engagement.
However, training observers in any of these protocols is extremely labor-intensive [5]. Observations are also
time-consuming and limited by the resources of the institution. Further, consistent observations over time are
rare because of the limitations of the number of observers available.
In recent years, researchers used wearable sensors to understand students’ attention and engagement using

biomarkers [30, 40, 91], and show that anonymous engagement tracking can provide teachers with student
engagement levels and help teachers understand the impact of different teaching contents on student engagement,
thereby better-adjusting teaching speed and teaching methods [30]. A recent interview with an instructor shows
that interpreting individual assessment is easier than aggregate assessment and provides more opportunities
for actionable insights [61]. This shows that there is a growing need to provide disaggregated analysis across
students in classroom settings, even if those students are not identified by name.

2.2 Student ID Assignment with Ambient Classroom Sensing Systems
Recent classroom video analysis research aims to study student behaviors by aggregating data from all people
detected to characterize the overall dynamics of the scene rather than individuals [97]. Common approaches extract
poses [1, 17, 37, 43], gaze [2, 34, 72], and facial features [76] from classroom video clips to identify behavioral
events like hand raises, looking down or towards the instructor, engaging with peers, etc. [11, 12, 49, 72]. However,
attribution of these behaviors to individual students remains challenging due to occlusion from low camera
angles, sitting positions obscuring lower bodies, and close student proximity [37]. Thus, existing methods focus
on snippet-based pattern detection rather than attributing behaviors to students over time. Recent systems like
EduSense [1] and STUART [94] introduce interframe pose tracking to generate student IDs throughout sessions.
However, pose estimation is susceptible to missed detection of people due to occlusions and produces multiple IDs
when students pass each other as they enter/exit in the camera view. Prior research leverages deep learning-based
multi-object tracking algorithms [21] to mitigate these missed detections in other learning settings [41]. Our
work addresses these shortcomings by combining state-of-the-art multi-object tracking algorithms [15] with
gaze estimation and analyzing facial features. This integrated framework leverages multiple cues for persistent
identification, mitigating the impact of any single modality’s failures.

2.3 Individual Re-identification Using Deep Learning Methods
Prior classroom sensing systems do not support consistently identifying students across classroom sessions.
Nevertheless, the concept of individual re-identification (Re-ID) has been extensively explored in other domains,
such as security and surveillance [89]. Re-ID methods are designed to locate a specific individual across multiple
non-overlapping cameras or even the same camera at distant time intervals [31]. Many of these techniques
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operate within the constraints of a closed-world scenario, assuming factors like a clear and complete view
of the person’s body, sufficient annotated training data, and a definite match of the person of interest within
the available data [89]. Additionally, researchers have delved into unsupervised learning strategies, including
dynamic graph matching [88] and clustering coupled with model training using pseudo labels [22]. Notably, these
unsupervised approaches have not yet reached the level of performance achieved by supervised methods on
established benchmark datasets [89]. Re-ID, in a generic setting, is still an open challenge due to factors like the
presence of different viewpoints [38], illumination changes [36], and unconstrained poses [67]. However, some of
these challenges are relaxed in a classroom context. The camera viewpoint remains relatively consistent, and
students usually face toward the front of the classroom. Consequently, this setting presents a unique opportunity
for the exploration and potential development of methodologies that might work well in this specific setting. In
this paper, we propose an approach that uses gaze estimation, facial features, and seating preferences of students
to facilitate the assignment of consistent student identifiers across different classroom sessions. Our results
indicate that our method outperforms one of the leading Re-identification (Re-ID) methods that utilize a deep
learning model trained on large-scale datasets in a more generic setting.

Fig. 1. A high-level overview of ClassID. (a) Within-Session ID assignment (§3.1) assigns unique identifiers (IDs) to students
using amulti-object tracking approach (§3.1.1), followed by ID filtering and reconciliation (§3.1.2,§3.1.3 and §3.1.5), (b) Students’
Session-level Representation extracts behavioral cues using face and gaze estimation (§3.1.4) for global ID reconciliation and
generating session-level representation (§3.2.1) and (c) Across-Session IDMatching (§3.2.2) matches session level representation
to match ID-pairs for same student across sessions.
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3 SYSTEM DESIGN
We present a high-level overview of ClassID in Figure 1, comprising three key components: (a) Within-Session
ID assignment, which processes raw video data from the classroom camera to generate within-session student
identifiers using a multi-object tracking approach. Each unique identifier, or ID, is represented by a unique integer
and set of bounding boxes across multiple frames that track the location of an individual across video frames.
The initial ID assignment is followed by ID filtering and reconciliation approaches. (b) Individual Session-level
Representation, which extracts behavioral information, including gaze and facial features, and processes them to
generate session-level individual representations, and (c) Across-Session ID Matching, which uses session-level
individual representations to match IDs belonging to the same individual across sessions. In Section 3.1 and 3.2,
we discuss the design of each component in detail and present our end-to-end implementation in Section 3.3.

3.1 Assigning Student IDs within Classroom Session
In this section, we describe how ClassID assigns individual identifiers within classroom sessions. We start with
using multi-object tracking (Section 3.1.1) to assign initial student IDs, followed by filtering ephemeral IDs
(Section 3.1.2) and local ID reconciliation (Section 3.1.3). Then, we generate behavioral cues for all individuals at
the frame level (Section 3.1.4), which are used for global ID reconciliation (Section 3.1.5).

3.1.1 Initial ID Assignment using Body Detection and Multi-Object Tracking: Prior approaches for student tracking
rely primarily on pose estimation and inter-frame post-processing to assign session-level identifiers (IDs) to
individuals in a classroom [1, 37]. However, unreliable pose detection often results in missed student detections due
to occlusions and lighting conditions [37]. We instead perform whole-body detection as a more robust alternative
to locate all individuals in the scene [28]. Next, we experimented with several state-of-the-art multi-object
tracking techniques for persistent ID assignment. Numerous motion-based tracking methods exist, including
classical algorithms like Kalman filtering [19] and SORT (Simple, Online, and Real-time) [83]. However, these
techniques perform poorly in complex, nonlinear motions, which are commonly exhibited in lively classroom
environments with students leaning, turning, and moving around. Recent methods like DeepSORT [84], ByteTrack
[92], QDTrack [57] and OC-SORT [15] help overcome these limitations by learning robust appearance and motion
models when trained on large, diverse benchmark tracking datasets (MOTChallenge [81], CrowdHuman [70]
and DanceTrack [75]). We performed an empirical evaluation of these state-of-the-art methods in a recorded
classroom session containing students seated in close proximity. We observed that OC-SORT performs better
than the alternatives, as it emphasizes improving robustness in scenarios involving complex nonlinear motions
and frequent occlusions, two primary factors behind poor tracking performance in classroom contexts [37].
Although OC-SORT shows impressive precision in its initial ID assignments, with each student receiving

a single identifier, we observe that redundant IDs proliferate for certain active individuals. This occurs when
students turn their heads around to chat with peers or temporarily vanish from the camera’s view. During group
work sessions, complex back-and-forth motions also disrupt tracking, triggering new IDs for already detected
students. Likewise, brief exits from the camera frame, such as using the pencil sharpener or trash can, cause
students to be improperly re-identified upon returning to their seats. We develop a novel pipeline tailored to
classroom settings to overcome these challenges of ephemeral occlusions, complex movements, and irregular
exits and returns. Specifically, our pipeline filters and consolidates the initial set of OC-SORT ID assignments
into final, consistent ID assignments.

3.1.2 Removing Ephemeral ID assignments: A majority of individual movement in and out of the classroom
happens during either the start or the end of classroom sessions and near the classroom entrance. Thus, IDs
generated during the middle of the session and away from the entry/exit areas likely indicate ID assignment
errors or changes. We characterize potential spurious identities by recording every ID’s first detection frame,
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(a) Temporal View (b) Spatial View

Fig. 2. An illustration for local ID reconciliation in a single session, (a) shows a (partial) temporal view of correcting student
ID assignments using local ID reconciliation. Each line depicts the start and end points of student IDs assigned by the
multi-object tracking system in a class session. We first remove ephemeral IDs (i.e., ID:148, ID:156, ID:162, etc.), suggesting
incorrect matching of objects to IDs. We then match the start and end of IDs belonging to the same student but erroneously
separated due to quick movements (i.e., ID:0→ID:40, ID:43→ID:105, etc.). A spatial view in (b) shows the overlap of bounding
boxes for student IDs reconcilied. In (a), we see ID:40 and ID:44 all start when ID:0 ends. However, only ID:40 substantially
overlaps, being the valid match for the same student. Similarly, overlapped bounding boxes of reconciled IDs are shown for
other successful matches. Students’ faces are removed due to institute review board restrictions. In summary, reconciliation
combines temporal and spatial information to correct erroneous ID assignments produced by an imperfect tracking approach.

body bounding box location, and duration. We observed that ephemeral IDs arise when OC-SORT incorrectly
detects an object to be an individual or when a single individual is assigned two IDs due to more animated
movements (see Figure 2). We start the process of ID reconciliation by removing these ephemerally generated
IDs. To do so, we mark the specific frames when these IDs first appear and when they stop appearing. Further,
we also focus on the number of frames these IDs were present. Finally, we remove any IDs that are present for
less than a given time period threshold (i.e., a minute based on our experiments) across an entire session.

3.1.3 Local ID reconciliation via Spatial-Temporal Analysis: Once we remove ephemeral generated IDs, we
reconcile the remaining duplicates using a spatio-temporal consistency heuristic. Classroom motions, even if
abrupt and spurious, tend to be localized and not prolonged over long periods[29, 80]. As a next step, we reconcile
multiple ID assignments to a given individual due to short-period events, i.e., significant occlusion, students
bowing down to look for something in their bag, or students talking to each other. These new redundant IDs
for an already tracked student tend to be temporally non-overlapping, with one identity ending shortly before
the next begins (see Figure 2 (a)). We extract potential ID matches across all assigned IDs based on the temporal
proximity of frames these IDs start and finish. Further, we refine these matches based on how much the bounding
boxes of matched IDs overlap based on the ratio of frame area covered by the intersection of bounding boxes and
union of bounding boxes (see Figure 2 (b)). Finally, we select the objectively best match for each ID by choosing
the ID with maximum bounding box overlap. The two-step process ensures that we do not merge ID assignments
for two students sitting in close vicinity. In summary, this filtering and reconciliation stage integrates knowledge
of classroom layout and movement dynamics to transform initial OC-SORT ID assignments into more consistent
ID assignments with better one-to-one fidelity with students.

3.1.4 Detecting Multi-Modal Behavioral Cues and Global ID Reconciliation. In the next step, we detect students’
behavioral cues using video frames. Detailed characterization of student actions, attention, and responses during
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classroom activities offer invaluable insights into the learning process [97]. This information can be captured
using behavioral cues such as body/hand poses, head movements, facial expressions, and gaze, thus providing the
opportunity to understand student participation on an individual level. For example, visual markers of fatigue
could reveal challenges with session pacing or content for specific students [66]. Disengaged patterns like frequent
distraction may highlight the need for differentiated instruction [78]. Equitable participation across students
could be assessed through the distribution of hand raising or on-task gaze direction [10, 14, 97]. To extract rich
multi-modal behavioral cues from video frames, we leverage an ensemble of state-of-the-art vision techniques
tailored to the classroom context.
To extract rich behavioral cues at an individual level, we leverage the personalized body bounding boxes

generated during multi-object tracking with OC-SORT [15]. These detections focus on precise pose estimation of
individual students. We employ a High-Resolution Representation Learning Network [74] trained on the diverse
COCO datasets [42] to detect body keypoints. This provides robust skeletal poses for each individual. Next, for
extracting precise facial regions, we use RetinaFace [23], a state-of-the-art single-shot face detector. RetinaFace
is a single-stage face detector that performs pixel-wise face localization across different sizes of faces. This
proves critical for classrooms, where student facial size varies significantly based on proximity to the front-facing
camera. RetinaFace is trained to identify faces in the wild and surpasses other state-of-the-art algorithms in
terms of the precision of face detection [48]. Notably, in many cases, the body bounding box of an individual
encompasses more than one face due to the close proximity of students within the classroom setting. To mitigate
the possibility of erroneously detecting additional faces within an individual’s bounding box, we restrict our
focus to identifying the topface as students face the top-mounted front camera among all faces detected within
the bounding box. We trim the detected face regions and send them to ClassGaze [2], a 6-degree-of-freedom gaze
estimator to obtain head pose (i.e., roll, pitch, and yaw with reference to camera viewpoint) as a proxy for visual
attention. Finally, we generate semantic facial representations (encoded as a 512-dimensional vector), for each
student using an InceptionResnetV1 model [68] trained on diverse facial datasets [16, 90]. This provides a robust
representation invariant to visual variations [68]. By combining body pose, estimated gaze direction, and learned
facial representations, we capture rich information for every individual in each frame. This characterization
further enables both more precise ID assignment by pruning erroneous identities (see Section 3.2.1) and deeper
latent pattern mining over long timescales (see Section 6).

3.1.5 Global ID reconciliation using individual behavioral cues: The local ID reconciliation corrects any incon-
sistent ID assignments that happen due to local spatio-temporal factors. However, it does not consider people
moving in and out of the camera frame. This cannot be resolved by just using a spatio-temporal consistency
heuristic. These kinds of movements are very common in cases when students take a break in the middle of
the session or they move to the front of the classroom for presentations. In some cases, we also see instructors
moving in an out-of-camera frame when they visit a student, and they are mistakenly identified as another
student in the class. These cases are not captured very well using local features. We utilize individual behavioral
cues (see Section 3.1.4) to reconcile IDs in these situations.
We start by extracting IDs that are not consistent for the majority of the classroom session. For each of the

selected (or Observed) IDs, we match them with IDs that do not temporally overlap with them. We assess each of
the matches to find potential cases when these IDs belong to the same person (or Potential Matches). To do so, we
examine the spatial proximity of the bounding boxes associated with these two IDs. Next, we create an individual
representation for each ID and quantify how close these individual representations are using the Cosine distance
metric (see Figure 3 (a)). These individual representations are created by computing the median of facial feature
vectors across frames for each ID. We determined the threshold for closeness empirically. Ultimately, potential
matches that share spatial proximity (or Potential Overlaps) within the classroom area are consolidated into
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(a) Visual Similarity Scores (b) Spatial Overlapping Scores

Fig. 3. An illustration demonstrating global ID reconciliation to match individuals as they enter and exit camera view across
a single session. X-axis represents IDs that are being observed or assigned first, and Y-axis represents IDs that are assigned
later, which can be a potential match to observed IDs, and highlighted boxes show successful matches for reconciliation. The
Figure on the left (a) displays the visual similarity between non-overlapping IDs in time. A single ID may match multiple
others owing to visual commonalities (e.g. ID:9 exhibits similarity to ID:17, ID:27, and ID:36). The Figure on the right (b), we
analyze the spatial overlap between matched IDs, delineating location congruency between student IDs paired by visual
semblance in (a). ID:9 demonstrates significant overlap solely with ID:36, despite similarities with other IDs. This verifies
ID:9 and ID:36 as positive matches. ID:4 spatially overlaps both ID:28 and ID:16, yet is only visually analogous to ID:16. This
indicates ID:28 and ID:16 represents distinct students in close proximity. This additional step hinders erroneously pairing
visually discrete individuals by cross-validating visual and spatial reliability across IDs.

Fig. 4. Final student identification assignments after applying local and global reconciliation procedures on the
original tracking output. The visualization shows consistent IDs maintained for all students throughout the class
session, in contrast to the initial ID assignment in Figure 2. While multi-object tracking alone is insufficient, our
system’s automated reconciliations correct short-term mismatches and long-term gaps, resulting in persistent
IDs and enabling the association of captured student behaviors to unique individuals across the entire classroom
session.

a single student ID (see Figure 3 (b)). Finally, any remaining IDs appearing for under 10% of the session are
removed, as they likely belong to instructors briefly entering and exiting the camera frame (see Figure 4).
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3.2 Assigning Student IDs across Classroom Sessions
This section provides details on persistently associating student IDs across classroom sessions. We start by
constructing session-level representations per individual for each session (Section 3.2.1). We then perform a
bipartite matching between these individual representations across two sessions to reconcile IDs across them
(Section 3.2.2). The session-level representations need to encapsulate the uniqueness of individuals’ seating
behavior and feature representation to allow matching well across separate sessions. Naively aggregating all
frame-level representations per student proves to be ineffective, as we observed significant variance for the same
individuals based on their head pose, expressions, etc.

3.2.1 Creating Session-level Representation for Individuals: A key challenge in representation learning is capturing
individual uniqueness while enabling consistency across multiple sessions. We observed that naive aggregation
of individual representations across all frames introduces variance from changing poses, expressions, etc. We
propose two parallel filtering techniques to derive stable per-session signatures:
A. Gaze-based Pruning: To reduce variance in frame-level representations due to head movements, we

remove frames where students look away from the camera. This excludes instances of writing, discussion, etc.
The roll, pitch, and yaw of an individual’s head estimate head rotation in 3 dimensions, and all frames where
these values exceed angle thresholds are removed to focus on forward-facing instances.
B. Cluster-based Filtering: To filter erroneous facial feature representations due to errors in facial region

mapping, we first extract facial features from each frame using a pre-trained model. These facial features are then
projected into a latent space that captures the essential characteristics of the facial regions. We perform DBSCAN
clustering [69], an unsupervised density-based spectral approach robust to outliers [53], on the latent space
representations of the facial features across all frames. By clustering in the latent space, we can effectively group
similar facial feature representations and identify outliers. The generated cluster centroids aggregate observation
points solely using distance metrics without making any assumptions on the distribution of those points.

The gaze filtering and clustering stages yield two distinct session-level representations per individual, capturing
frontal-facing and high-density facial features, respectively. To integrate these, we derive unified signatures
through feature-wise averaging. The unified representation summarizes both focused visual attention and
aggregated facial cues within a session. Additionally, prior work indicates students tend to choose similar sitting
locations across different class sessions [39]. To incorporate this insight, the representation includes the face
region area (in pixels) as a proxy for distance from the front of the room. This positional continuity further
strengthens re-identification. The resulting session signatures encapsulate visual and spatial consistency to enable
persistent matching.

3.2.2 Identity Association via a Constrained Matching Heuristic: Naively matching session representations by
minimizing distance risks erroneous associations. Thus, we developed a custom matching pipeline, which only
focuses on high-quality matches leveraging two insights:

• Large facial regions yield more reliable representations. We thus prioritize matches for identities with
larger face areas (i.e., students sitting closer to the camera) first.

• True ID match associations likely rank highly (in terms of matching distance) for both sessions. We favor
matches to candidate pairs appearing in mutual top-k lists, ensuring bi-directional consistency.

Based on these insights, the matching process proceeds iteratively as follows:
(1) Sort identities by descending order in terms of the face area (in the count of frame pixels) in both sessions.
(2) Match IDs where both appear in the other’s k-nearest neighborhoods and are within a distance threshold.
(3) Remove matched pairs before repeating.
(4) For remaining candidates, match based on spatial proximity and representation closeness.
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We associate likely similar students across sessions by constraining associations to mutually consistent
candidates and then propagating outwards based on spatial proximity and representation closeness. The method
prioritizes precision over recall to avoid false matches due to the challenging nature of re-identification. Overall,
our approach integrates domain knowledge about classroom context into representation learning and matching
for improving accuracy.

3.3 Implementation
Our entire pipeline is written in Python with over 5000 lines of code. For within-session ID assignment, we
start from a raw video recorded from the classroom session as an input and output a serialized dictionary [59]
consisting of session IDs, individual behavioral cues (i.e., body-pose, head-pose, and facial features) for all video
frames, and session-level representation for each individual. For across-session ID matching, we take as input the
session-level representation, and return the matching ID pairs for both sessions with match confidence. ClassID
consists of four major components: (i) Individual ID assignment within a single session using a multi-object
tracking method (OC-SORT), followed by ID filtering and local ID reconciliation; (ii) Estimating pose, gaze,
and facial features from body bounding boxes; (iii) Global ID conciliation followed by building session level
representation for all individuals and (iv) Matching IDs across all sessions in a pair-wise manner. All our deep
learning models are implemented using PyTorch [58]. For our OC-SORT implementation, we use MMTrack [21],
an open-source object tracking toolbox by OpenMMLab [20], and configured it with pre-trained weights from
the original papers’ trained model [15]. For pose estimation with the HRNet model, we use MMPose [50], an
open-source 2D/3D pose estimation toolbox by OpenMMLab [20], and configured it with pre-trained weights
from their benchmarks on the COCO Dataset [42]. For facial region detection and head pose estimation, we
used an open-source implementation of ClassGaze [2]. For facial feature extraction using InceptionResnetV1, we
used facenet_pytorch library [24], where the model weights are initialized using parameters ported from facenet
implementation in tensorflow [68].
Our end-to-end pipeline, designed for multi-object tracking and feature extraction (including face detection,

gaze estimation, and facial feature estimation), can process video recordings at approximately three frames per
second. This means that for a 15 FPS camera, the processing time is around five times the recording duration.
The preprocessing step for ID reconciliation takes an additional 10-15 minutes, depending on the length of the
session and the number of individuals present. It is important to note that our pipeline prioritizes accuracy over
speed, making it well-suited for post-processing recorded classroom sessions. However, there is potential for
optimization of the feature extraction pipeline to enable real-time execution in the future. We have made ClassID
openly available to the research community [60]. It can process recorded raw classroom video data and can also
integrate with existing ambient classroom sensing systems to facilitate longitudinal, student-level analysis.

4 EVALUATION SETUP
Large lectures often limit student discussions due to their scale, while smaller recitations enable more engagement
and demonstration of understanding [52]. Our system focuses on these interactive small groups (under 15-20
students), where closely monitoring each student is highly valuable. In recitations, instructors can provide tailored
support and advice leveraging detailed behavioral data [45, 79]. Applying such analytics addresses a key need to
objectively measure engagement linked to comprehension. While an active area involves developing systems
for large classes via advanced sensing, we focus on the ubiquitous yet overlooked small-group setting using
commodity hardware. Example use cases benefiting from our techniques include interactive seminar courses,
workshops, and tutorials. By accurately assigning student IDs in small dynamic classes, our system can enrich
these experiences to improve learning.
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(a) Course A (b) Course B (c) Course C

Fig. 5. Snapshots from 4K IP cameras positioned at the front of various classrooms where data was collected. The cameras
are attached to walls near Ethernet ports, capturing views of the classrooms from slightly different distances and angles
based on room layout. The views show a variety of perspectives across typical classrooms. The variation of front-facing
camera placements demonstrates the system’s flexibility to work effectively in multiple classroom recording setups without
needing adjustment for specific camera locations or orientations.

Our evaluation spanned 15 sessions across three courses (i.e., five sessions per course) - one for an advanced-
level, seminar-style interactive lecture on research in learning sciences (Course A) with 80-minute classes where
the instructor uses a seminar-style teaching, and two recitation sub-sections (50 minutes each) accompanying
a large introductory course on building software systems at scale (Courses B and Course C) which focuses on
teaching assistant (TA) supported problem-solving. Course A is taught by a senior professor with more than
15 years of teaching experience in the HCII community. Courses B and C are led by teaching assistants with
less than five years of teaching experience. We randomly selected five sessions across these courses during a
semester to see how well our system tracked various classroom interactions. Each classroom is instrumented
with front-facing 4K cameras that capture student activity at 5 FPS. The classrooms featured movable furniture
as depicted in Figure 5, which introduced additional challenges since students often rearranged their seating,
compared to the fixed setup in a typical lecture hall. Our tracking system had to deal with potential blockages
from view and changing perspectives. The videos from the recitations also caught common classroom scenarios,
such as students arriving late or stepping out for a while.
We manually annotate ground truth by assigning unique persistent IDs to all visible individuals across five

sessions per course. For manual verification of within-session ID tracking, we annotate every detection’s ID
in randomly sampled 1-minute chunks from the beginning, middle, and end of each session. In total, 13,500
frames were hand-annotated across all sessions, with 1̃60,000 ID annotations, providing a dense set of labels
for quantitative analysis. Power analysis provides guidance on the sample size required to detect a minimum
performance difference of 5% for 80% tracking accuracy, at a 95% confidence level and 5% margin of error.
Specifically, for an anticipated tracking precision of 80%, a sample of 900 frames per session is estimated to
provide 95% power to establish through a one-sample proportion test [18] that the true precision exceeds 75%.
However, it is important to note that this power analysis assumes the underlying processes are ergodic, meaning
that the 1-minute sampling captures the variability in the data consistently over time. In reality, student behavior
may not always exhibit such temporal consistency, and the variability in tracking performance may not be fully
captured by the selected samples. Consequently, while the power analysis provides a useful guideline for sample
size determination, it is not an absolute guarantee of the model’s performance bounds. The sampling strategy
aims to ensure the representation of varied activity patterns throughout sessions, but the inherent limitations
of power analysis in this context should be considered when interpreting the results. Despite these limitations,
the annotations allow for an assessment of both within-session and cross-session ID assignment capabilities,
providing valuable insights into the model’s performance.
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5 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, we evaluate our ID assignment and matching approaches to answer the following key questions:

1. (Within-Session) Comparison with Baseline Approaches: How well does our approach do in terms of
consistency of assigning student IDs when compared to a state-of-the-art baseline system for classroom sensing,
Edusense [1]? Additionally, how does our approach perform in comparison to the actual student count using
ground truth annotations?

2. (Within-Session) Post-processing Contributions: How much does each post-processing step contribute
in terms of filtering and reconciling student IDs following the initial ID assignments by the OC-Sort algorithm?
3. (Within-Session) Manual Verification of Interframe Tracking: What is the overall accuracy and

detection rate achieved by our approach when compared with frame-level annotations across all individuals?
This step involves manual verification and serves to assess the validity and effectiveness of our methodology.

4.(Across-Session) Performance of student ID matching: How effective is our ID matching heuristic to
match student IDs across multiple sessions in comparison to a baseline Re-ID (Re-identification) approach [96]?

5.1 (Within-Session) Comparison with Baseline Approach
Figure 6 illustrates the comparative analysis of the total unique student IDs assigned by our proposed approach
as opposed to a baseline approach, namely EduSense [1], across three courses with five sessions each (total
15 sessions). EduSense employs a centroid-based interframe tracking method, which takes pose estimations
of students as input and returns consistent IDs across multiple frames. We observe that there is a notable
increase (167 on an average, sd=50) in erroneous re-assignments occurring throughout the session for the baseline
approach, which can be attributed to factors such as partial occlusions, inaccuracies in pose estimation resulting
from student congestion and student movements. As a point of comparison, for Session S1 for Course A, Edusense
detects 200 student IDs, while the actual ground truth is only 18 students. In contrast, our approach demonstrates
a substantial reduction in errors arising from these aforementioned factors, resulting in a notably higher level of
consistency in ID assignments (e.g., 18 unique IDs for Session S1 for Course A). Our ground truth annotation
for actual student count in the session shows that our approach has significantly fewer erroneous multiple
assignments (3 on an average, sd=2) when compared with the baseline approach (167 on an average, sd=50).

5.2 (Within-Session) Post-processing Contributions
Figure 7 shows the contribution of each algorithmic step of our algorithm to get persistent student IDs. The
initial ID assignment using the OC-SORT approach assigns a high number of IDs, exceeding that of the Edusense
(baseline) method. However, the ID filtering step reduces assigned IDs by approximately 95% on average (sd=2%)
by removing short-duration assignments, leaving only eligible IDs. Post ID filtering, Local ID reconciliation
using spatiotemporal consistency heuristics further consolidates multiple IDs arising from short-term occlusions,
reducing unique IDs by 37% on average (sd=10%) compared to post-filtering. Post Local ID reconciliation, Global
reconciliation exploiting individual cues and session-level ID appearance consistency additionally decreases
unique IDs by 33% on average (sd=15%) versus local ID reconciliation. This indicates each algorithmic step is
essential, and provides meaningful contributions toward consistent ID assignment for all students.

5.3 (Within-Session) Manual Verification of Interframe Tracking
Manual verification demonstrates a strong performance of our proposed approach for persistent ID assignment
and individual detection over an extended duration. Figure 8 compares our accuracy and detection rate compared
to ground truth annotations for 900 frames (300 consecutive frames from the beginning, middle, and end)
per session. Accuracy is defined as the percentage of correctly identified body bounding boxes out of total
ID assignments across all frames. The detection rate is the ratio of the total detected body boxes to the total
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Fig. 7. Count of unique IDs assigned after every filtering and reconciliation step of our approach. In comparison
to OC-SORT only, OC-SORT+ID Filtering has 95% fewer unique identifiers on average (sd=2%). Similarly, the
next consecutive steps reduced the count of unique identifiers assigned by 37% and 33% on average (sd=10%
and 15%) when compared with the previous step, showing the meaningful contribution of every step towards
consistent ID assignment within a session.

individuals present, summed across all frames. Our approach achieves an average accuracy of 95% (sd=5%) in
assigning persistent student IDs, with an average of 98% (sd=1.3%) individual detection rate. This indicates
consistent detection and tracking of nearly all individuals throughout the session duration. In comparison, a
prior state-of-the-art approach by Hur and Bosch [37], which utilizes pose detection followed by spatiotemporal
postprocessing for interframe tracking attained 93% accuracy over just 40 pairs of consecutive frames across six
sessions, with 77% detection rate. This shows that our approach significantly advances persistent identification
and localization over the duration of a classroom session.

5.4 (Across-Session) Performance of student ID matching
To evaluate cross-session student ID matching performance, we developed a baseline approach using one of
the top-5 re-identification methods pre-trained on large datasets [96]. Since none of the existing techniques
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Fig. 8. Accuracy and Detection Rate for within-session ID assignment based on manual verification across all
individuals and all frames. Our approach can accurately detect 98% of students on average (sd=1.3%), out of
which 95% of students on average (sd=5%) are assigned unique identifiers accurately when compared with
ground truth annotations at the frame level.

were specifically developed for classroom settings, we adapted the top-performing general re-identification
algorithm [95], which achieves 85% accuracy on an average across large datasets [64, 82, 93]. To create a
compelling classroom-targeted baseline, the baseline algorithm extracts features from body bounding boxes
from our within-session approach and aggregates feature representations across frames to build session-level
individual representations. Our matching heuristic is tuned to emphasize precision in matching over recall, as
correctly identifying even a subset of students can enable useful applications [7]. We conducted analysis in two
different settings.
1. No attendance information: In this setting, our system only receives raw anonymous session-level ID

representations, without any metadata or assumptions. However, in real-world classrooms, attendance fluctuates
each day, sometimes substantially, with students missing sessions sporadically. Non-student personnel like
teaching assistants may also enter and exit the classroom. Combined with differences in clothing, lighting, and
viewpoint, these issues introduce significant appearance changes across sessions. Without constraints, a student
only attending one session could be incorrectly matched to a different random student of similar appearance
attending the other session. As attendance variation increases across sessions, these types of invalid matches
accumulate and accuracy greatly suffers.
2. With attendance information: Here, we limit match candidates to students confirmed as attending

both sessions through manual instructor attendance records. This prevents wasting computation on impossible
cross-session pairs with students missing either session. Reliably tracking attendance does increase instructor
effort and the risk of identity leakage. Instructors must log the student ID and session for each student, allowing
leakage if both session IDs and attendance sheets are acquired. However, the risk is reasonable if attendance
sheets are properly secured. Meanwhile, the constraints significantly reduce invalid match attempts, thus boosting
precision. Further research could explore privacy-preserving attendance constraints to obtain accuracy gains
while safeguarding student identities.
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Fig. 9. Comparing precision of ID matching across all session-pairs in a course in (a) No attendance information and (b) With
attendance information setting. Overall performance with attendance information is significantly improved (85% Vs. 56% on
average, sd=8% Vs. 3%) as students absent from one of the sessions in the pair are not considered for matches. Also, our
approach has better precision when compared with the baseline approach [95] in both no attendance information (56% Vs.
32% on average, sd=3% Vs. 10%) and with attendance information (85% Vs. 44% on average, sd=8% Vs. 3%) settings.
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Fig. 10. Comparing count of correct ID-Pairs matched across all session-pairs in a course in (a) No attendance information
and (b) With attendance information setting. Our approach has a higher count of ID-Pairs detected for all the courses when
compared with the baseline [95] approach in both settings. This information, combined with higher precision (Figure 9)
shows that our approach is conclusively better than baseline approaches for matching student IDs across sessions.

Figures 9 and 10 show the precision and count of correctly matched student IDs by our approach vs. the
baseline across five sessions (ten session pairs) for three courses. We observe higher precision for our approach
compared to the baseline in both with attendance information (85% Vs. 44% on average, sd=8% Vs. 3%) and
no attendance information (56% Vs. 32% on average, sd=3% Vs. 10%) settings. Precision also greatly improves
with attendance information (85% Vs. 56% on average, sd=8% Vs. 3%) as removing students attending only one
session from consideration, we eliminate erroneous matches. Meanwhile, the per-session attendance logs provide
reliable ground truth on which students could possibly match. Our superior performance proves our session-level
representations andmatching better capture identifying traits versus generic re-identification. The setting with no
attendance information remains challenging due to fluctuating attendance and other variability. While our results
show promise for re-identifying classroom students, further improvements are necessary for reliable application
in real-world scenarios. It is important to acknowledge that these accuracies may compound and worsen when
the system is used across a range of classes, potentially dropping as more sessions have imperfect accuracies.
Additionally, the results reported here are limited by the variability of classrooms and student demographics
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in the sample. Therefore, to ensure engagement statistics are properly tracked across a quarter/semester, some
manual matching from the instructor may be warranted to reduce the effects of imperfect student re-identification
across classes. This manual matching may only need to be completed for a subset of students that the model is
uncertain about. Further research could build upon these constrained session representations and matches to
improve the robustness and generalizability of the system.

6 USE CASES FOR CLASSROOM ANALYTICS
Our system for persistent student identification can augment existing video-based classroom analytics platforms
like EduSense [1], ClassroomDigitalTwins [2], and StuArt [94]. While these ambient intelligence systems generate
rich multipart behavior models - tracking metrics like body poses, hand gestures, location, and speech - analytics
remain restricted to frame-level aggregation across all students. Such summarized class participation averages
overlook critical distributional equity issues [62]. This section presents novel use cases integrating our identifier
with engagement analytics from sensing systems to showcase the importance of individual-level longitudinal
measurement. By combining these frame-based metrics with consistent student identifiers over multiple sessions,
we can uncover variance trends and equity gaps not evident in conventional summarized views. We focus analysis
on two pedagogically relevant dimensions of participation and engagement well-established across classroom
observation protocols [35, 63, 71]:

1. Active Classroom Participation: Active participation in a classroom is characterized by students taking an
interactive role, such as posing questions to the instructor. Building on prior research establishes the act of raising
a hand as a reliable indicator of active engagement between students and instructors during lecture sessions [14],
we made use of a pre-trained hand raise detection classifier. This classifier has demonstrated a high degree of
effectiveness, accurately identifying hand raises in 90% of cases within the context of a real-world classroom
setting [1]. While behavioral cues like raising eyebrows or opening mouth for speaking can also represent finer
details on student participation, estimating these cues at a distance is not reliable due to the decrease in pixel
area for faces [55]. Thus, for the purpose of our study, we considered instances where one or more hand raises
were detected in a single video frame—and subsequently compiled this data on a per-minute basis—to signify
moments of active student participation.
2. Gaze-based Attention: The direction of a student’s gaze serves as an insightful indicator of where their

attention lies and is recognized as a proxy for gauging engagement [10, 97]. By observing the orientation of a
student’s head and gaze, instructors can infer the focus of the student’s attention—whether they are engaged
with the instructor’s activities when looking upwards and towards the front, or concentrated on individual tasks
such as note-taking when their gaze is directed downwards. We use a state-of-the-art gaze tracking methodology
that exhibits an average deviation of 20.7◦ for yaw (horizontal head movement) and 17.6◦ for pitch (vertical head
movement) in real-world classroom settings [2]. With the camera’s strategic placement and using these yaw and
pitch thresholds, we categorize the students’ gaze into two key attention categories: instructor-focused (upward
gaze) and self-focused (downward gaze). This classification system simplifies complex behavioral data, which we
further aggregate in 10-second intervals to make it more interpretable.

6.1 Student-level Participation in a Single Session
Equitable participation in the classroom is important for ensuring all students can meaningfully engage in
learning. Learners may have different levels of participation, but keeping track of these students is challenging.
Some class observation protocols such as EQUIP [63], StRIP [71], and VOS [35] require that the observer note
engagement levels or activities of individual students. With ClassID, individual student attribution can show
this information without requiring the labor and time required of in-person observations. Figure 11 shows
an exploded view of a single class session, illustrating individual student participation through a single class
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Fig. 11. Active participation across all students in a classroom session over time. Each dot represents the interval
(in minutes) during which a particular student (on the y-axis) was actively participating in the class. Variations
between the level of participation, high (ID:2,4,6,9,17) vs. low (ID:1,3,8,10,11) can be observed. For students with
a high level of participation, variations between sporadic participation (ID:2,4,9,17) vs. sustained participation
(ID:6) can be observed.

session enabled by persistent within-session tracking. Student-level data reveals how participation varies across
students, which could assist in powering analytics, including the level of participation (high vs. low) per individual
and consistency over time (sporadic vs. sustained). For this session, it can be observed that certain students
(ID:2,4,6,9,17) exhibit higher participation than others (ID:1,3,8,10,11), suggesting they actively engage more
frequently. Further, students with high levels of participation can be categorized as sporadic (ID:2,4,9,17), with
few periods of very high engagement, or consistent (ID:6), with sustained participation over time. This sporadic
behavior may indicate diverse class activities occurring, which may lead to fluctuating engagement. Additionally,
certain periods in the session promote broad participation (00:50-01:00 engages 12-13 students) while others are
more narrow (01:10-01:20 engages 7-8 students). This data could supplement a PD professional consultation with
an instructor or serve as a way to observe classroom engagement according to a classroom observation protocol.
A PD professional or an automated system that supports instructors in comparing these segments could reveal
activity types and instructional techniques that drive equitable participation across more students.

6.2 Student-level Participation across Multiple Sessions
Our first case study showed how our system could enable a richer analysis of individual participation in a single
class session. Seeing class engagement across course sessions can provide more information about the persistence
of student engagement over time. Prior work in tracking student engagement, especially across class sessions,
often takes place in online learning environments where engagement can be measured through log data or online
interactions [51]. For in-person classes, longitudinal measurement of engagement often relies on observation
or self-reporting [4], which can be unreliable and inaccurate. In this case study, we show how our system can
track student participation across class sessions. Figure 12 illustrates student-level participation distribution
across multiple sessions. Each data point represents an individual’s duration of active participation for that
session. While aggregate data only quantifies total participation, this finer-grained perspective reveals nuanced
variations. For instance, analytics could highlight that Session 1 exhibits overall lower engagement. Sessions 2, 3,
4, and 5 have equal aggregate participation, but Sessions 2 and 3 derive from one highly engaged student, while
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Fig. 12. Distribution of student active participation over
multiple sessions. Each dot represents a single student’s to-
tal active participation for a given session. A higher points’
crowding in the bottom for Session 1 suggests low engage-
ment when compared with other sessions. No qualitative
difference is present between Sessions 2, 3, 4, and 5 from
the aggregate level, but individual-level distribution reveals
more equitable participation for Sessions 4 and 5 as com-
pared to Sessions 2 and 3.
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Fig. 13. Periods of self-focus (based on downward gaze)
across all students in a classroom session over time. Extended
duration of self-focused work(ID: 11, 8, 17, 15) suggest low
engagement. In comparison, short spurts of self-focused
work (ID: 4, 9, 14) suggest thinking about content while
consistently engaging overall.
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Fig. 14. Comparing active participation for students across multiple sessions in Course A, Course B, and Course C respectively.
Each bar plot shows the average participation for all individuals across different courses based on our cross-session student
ID matching.

Sessions 4 and 5 reflect more individuals participating moderately. Interfaces that promote comparison of these
sessions could suggest that activities and techniques in 4 and 5 better promote broad engagement, which would
be invisible in aggregate data.
In another example, Figure 14 visualizes average student active engagement with an 80% confidence interval

for cross-session id-matching results. This visualization becomes viable only through cross-session individual
matching. This engagement distribution can provide insights into what actions instructors can take for more
equitable participation. For example, Course A (Figure 14a) shows overall moderate student engagement but
varied engagement between students. In this instance, an instructor is likely using active learning strategies
already but may use other strategies such as moving around more in the classroom, using forms of participation
that are less reliant on hand-raising or speaking up, or cold-calling to try to achieve more equitable participation.
Separately, Course B (Figure 14b) and Course C (Figure 14c) show low participation levels for all students with
lower amounts of variability. Instructors for these courses might instead engage in more active learning strategies
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Fig. 15. Summarizing interaction between two engagement
proxies across multiple sessions in the same course. Sessions
2 and 4 show the broader distribution of students doing self-
focused work, with both high and low active participation,
whereas Sessions 1 and 5 show most students spending little
time on self-focused work.
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Fig. 16. Summarizing interaction between two engagement
proxies across multiple courses. Course A has a higher
level of active participation when compared with Course C,
whereas Course C has a higher spread of students doing
focused work when compared with Course A.

in general. Though noise and inaccuracies might exist, our system can provide instructors with data about the
distribution of student engagement and participation.

6.3 Student-level Gaze-based Attention Patterns in a Single Session
Several systems measure gaze as a proxy for student engagement. For example, Glancee [44] detects student gaze
in online courses. Bidwell and Fuchs [8] also explore the use of gaze in classroom analytics to determine students’
engagement behaviors. our system could integrate with these types of systems to provide nuanced data about
individual students’ gaze behaviors. Figure 13 illustrates when individual students are engaged in self-focused
work within a session, enabled by persistent tracking of gaze features. Extended duration of self-focused work
(ID: 11, 8, 17, 15) might be indicative of low engagement, particularly when this is limited to a small number of
individuals [86]. Short spurts of self-focused work (ID: 4, 9, 14) likely represent thinking about content while
remaining engaged overall. Segments where most students briefly self-focus (05:00-05:30) reveal class-wide
reflection, which might be mistaken as poor engagement in aggregate data. Patterns of consistent disengagement
(ID: 11, 8) might suggest the need for changes in instructors’ teaching strategies in order to engage all students.
Interestingly, these same students show low active participation in Figure 11. Thus, individual gaze patterns
across students show subtle insights into student attention, which can assist in the accurate interpretation of
classroom events versus relying solely on aggregate data. Analytics that use this information to demonstrate
sustained downward gaze could provide finer-grained visibility into disengaged students over time, suggesting
the need for revised engagement strategies in future sessions.

6.4 Student-Level Interaction Between Different Engagement Modalities
Finally, we introduce a more complex case that provides a starting point for learning analytics engines to display
more fine-grained data than solely aggregate data. Figures 15 and 16 show the interaction between two proxies
for student engagement (active participation and gaze). In these figures, each data point represents an individual
student’s pattern seen in a single session (Figure 15), or averaged across all sessions in that course (Figure 16).

While these graphs themselves would be unlikely to help an instructor, an analytics engine could use this data
as a starting point for creating interpretable data visualizations and providing detailed feedback to instructors.
As seen in Figure 15, Sessions 1 and 5 show visual engagement with the instructor from almost all students. In
Sessions 2 and 4, on the other hand, fewer students are engaged, which could lead to feedback or reflection about
the content of each session. Importantly, however, not everyone in Session 2 or 4 was self-focused; this indicates
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that the class content was not an exam or another type of individual work session. Class activity (such as exam vs.
lecture) is an important feature for analytics engines to detect. For instance, if we had observed a session in which
most students were mostly self-focused, an analytics engine that detects activity type could classify that session
as a non-discussion-based (or exam) activity and remove that session from feedback given on engagement.

Looking across courses, in Figure 16, we observe that Course A has a higher level of active participation, and
most students focus on instructor activities rather than self-work, whereas in Course C, we see a wider spread of
students engaged in self-work and lower participation across the board. A PD professional or teaching observer
might use this data to explore whether Course A has better strategies for overall student engagement than Course
C. This data could integrate with multimodal analytics systems such as Edusense [1] to provide more nuanced
information about instructor and student behaviors.

7 DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK
Understanding individual student behaviors is critical for improving engagement and outcomes but has faced
technology barriers [56, 85]. By enabling persistent tracking, this work unlocks novel longitudinal insights that
are impossible with only summarized aggregate data. Our approach helps address the need for individual-level
measurements emerging across observation protocols [35, 63, 71], and can provide utility for various educational
stakeholders. In this section, we discuss the usability of ClassID for various stakeholders, potential extensions to
other learning environments, and privacy considerations while deploying the system for recording classroom
data. Finally, we discuss some of the limitations of our system and further advances needed for even better
student behavior attribution in more generalized settings.

7.1 Utility for Educational Stakeholders
Instructors & Consultants: With these analytics, a teaching professional development consultant observes and
reviews an instructor’s data with them without needing to be physically present in the class. These fine-grained
analytics can help instructors receive feedback on their teaching and develop data-driven teaching strategies. For
example, instructors might see that the same five students never raise their hands but are active in group work.
This might lead to the instructor incorporating more peer activity within the class.
Pedagogy Researchers:While current techniques focus analysis on understanding student behavior, associating
teacher, peer, and whole-class events could substantively enrich passively quantified observations. For instance,
explicitly linking student attention levels with specific content delivery modes and transitory activities may
reveal activation triggers personalized to teaching style and topic. Sessions focusing on learning mathematical
concepts could correlate engagement rise with the shift from lecture to collaborative problem demonstration on
the whiteboard. Similarly, mapping speech and movement profiles against in-class assessments could expose
optimal evaluation methods for fostering participation.
Classroom Sensing Systems: At scale, emergent experiential patterns within and across cohorts could also
inform instructor development. These analytics could integrate into existing systems that measure student
engagement behaviors, such as Sync Class, in which student engagement is measured by how many students
are behaviorally in sync at a given point [27]. Another example is from Giannokos et al. [32], which used
wearable devices and video to track student learning. Our system could supplement those additional devices by
providing the same granularity of data with video alone. Ultimately, combining student behavior association
with precise instructor logs also promotes the development of specialized multimodal solutions from instruments
like time-synced sensor rigs and speech analysis pipelines.
Administrators: Administrators can also utilize engagement distributions across students to inform space design
and optimization, potentially leading to the design of better learning spaces. Broader future directions include
large-scale deployment to study emerging behavioral patterns across individuals related to timing, curriculum,
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and other variables. Longitudinal tracking can reveal how engagement and learning evolve across the semester
and courses.

Overall, persistent student analytics creates opportunities to enhance instruction, participation, and equitable
outcomes. This establishes an important foundation for ambient sensing to unlock both individual and collective
insights to shape the next generation of responsive, learner-centered education.

7.2 Extending to Diverse Learning Environments
Classroom Types and Scales: While evaluated in small classrooms, demonstrating robustness across formats is
key for real-world adoption. We initially focused on smaller groups enabling rich interaction analytics impossible
in large impersonal lectures. However, broad applicability to lectures, recitations, discussions, and open spaces
remains vital through flexible multi-camera tracking. Current constraint to smaller groups maximizes accurate,
granular analytics. However, with adequate architectural instrumentation, larger spaces are addressable by
methodology. Smaller classes best promote interactivity and ambient sensing insights. Rather than overwhelm
giant lectures, cost-efficient hardware could permeate many overlooked intimate rooms otherwise unaddressed
– prioritizing pervasive analytics over sheer size. Strategic, high-density camera deployment mitigates scaling
challenges like occlusion and visibility across big, uncontrolled indoor expanses. Modern lecture capture systems
show even huge classes can be instrumented given resources. In summary, current evaluations intentionally
optimize tracking in typical room-scale spaces. However, further assessments across all learning formats are still
needed to confirm adaptable multi-camera analytics can reliably expand given careful architectural planning.
Beyond Classrooms: Importantly, the developed multi-camera tracking methodology readily applies to diverse
environments exhibiting consistent front-facing views and people over time beyond just classrooms. Examples
include labs, libraries, tutoring, and community classrooms. Analyzing behavioral movement patterns can provide
admins insights to improve space design and learning experiences. The technique could also unobtrusively track
conference session choices, networking, engagement, and more without intrusive devices. Enabled analytics
would help organizers enhance diversity and inclusion year-over-year. Further, the approach generalizes to
any consistent group gathering - work meetings, community events, social gatherings, and more. Longitudinal
quantification of granular interpersonal intricacies presents numerous research opportunities. While classrooms
provide an ideal testbed, the core tracking concepts are versatile. Applying such ambient intelligence innovations
across contexts represents an exciting frontier with diverse potential benefits. Reliably capturing subtle human
dynamics unobtrusively over time provides a powerful tool widely applicable given similar camera perspectives.

7.3 Potential Privacy Concerns and Mitigation Strategies
De-anonymization attacks: Despite anonymized student ID assignments, employing techniques like extracting
facial features and gaze estimation for student ID reconciliation and matching might raise legitimate privacy issues
that could impede real-world adoption. Educators, students, and institutions may resist usage over apprehensions
regarding the potential misuse of sensitive information. One of the primary issues is de-anonymization - using
embeddings to reveal student identities either directly or by reverse engineering. Recent work shows the feasibility
of such de-anonymization from facial data using inference attacks [26]. In some cases, risks also arise from
instructors’ ability to de-anonymize based on familiarity, analogous to current classrooms. This is somewhat
mitigated by restricting tracking to particular student actions or instrumentation. Overall, while immediate
risks seem limited under reasonable assumptions of instructor capability [54] and data handling, techniques like
differential privacy [87] and restricted collection represent proactive future steps for robust privacy preservation.
Misuse of behavioral analytics: Without diligent protections, there is a potential for misuse of behavioral
analytics. Tracking student attendance, attention levels, class participation, etc. could allow inferences about
disabilities, mental health issues, or other sensitive student attributes that they may not wish to disclose. Beyond
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aggregate statistics, restrict access to any potentially sensitive analytic outputs only to vetted researchers under
strict data handling policies. Allowing sensitivity profiling around disabilities, mental health, or other protected
characteristics poses another threat. Tightly restricting and vetting analytics access attempts mitigation alongside
purpose-limited data collection. However, policy and consent alone cannot prevent all algorithmic bias. Developing
robust technical systems for fairness and representation will prove increasingly vital.
Capturing compromising situations: Another risk can come from simply capturing students on video, thus
exposing them to compromising situations if adequate protections are not engineered. Access policies for footage
review are thus critical, as are restricted collection and camera operation protocols aligned with minimal necessary
capture. Redaction techniques can also automatically obscure sensitive video segments. In some cases, recording
student work or speech likely entails capturing intellectual property they wish to protect. Allowing review and
contesting alongside speech redaction technology enables recourse. Data retention minimization and expiration
likewise limit vulnerability windows.
Re-identification at small classes: For small classes, even aggregate statistics could implicitly reveal identifiable
individual information. Differential privacy and setting minimum cohort sizes before reporting seek to close this
loophole. However, techniques must be validated specifically for small groups. Utilizing student data beyond the
local context, such as in external training datasets, must require explicit consent and rights management. Local
systems must facilitate compliant data sharing where permissible or legally mandated.
Moving forward, a priority must be advancing privacy-aware learning analytics and ambient intelligence.

Technological and policy advances that balance analytical utility with ethical protections are imperative as
classrooms progress toward ambient intelligence. Learning enhancement and privacy objectives can and must
be met in tandem. However, doing so necessitates continued research innovation and an unwavering focus on
respecting student protections to the fullest degree.

7.4 Limitations and Future Work
Technical limitations: While showing promise, several clear system limitations necessitate ongoing work.
Within-session tracking remains susceptible to momentary ID swaps when students pass closely, fully occluding
one another too briefly to trigger new IDs. Analyzing frame-level representation anomalies or multi-pass
assignments comparing sequence extremes could strengthen detection. Cross-session matching also proves
challenging with lower resolution inhibiting distinctive representations, though emerging camera and inference
advances may close this gap. More broadly, large-scale validation across diverse environments is imperative to
confirm adaptable real-world performance given adequate instrumentation. While optimized for small interactive
cohorts, applying methodologies in complex spaces could enable campus-wide ambient intelligence. Careful
evaluation must determine sufficient camera densities and ideal placement configurations to track numerous
participants through uncontrolled occlusion and visibility barriers.
Strengthening privacy protections: Current techniques preclude obvious data abuse, but enhancing protec-
tions remains vital. Expanding differential privacy integration, federated on-device learning, and vulnerability
assessments could significantly bolster ethics. Exploring restrictive policies and access controls provides comple-
mentary standards guidance. Unambiguous consent currently limits some analyses, but accumulated classroom
data could fuel semi-supervised learning uniquely suited to these spaces, unlocking less label-reliant capabilities.
Human-AI collaboration also holds promise, with instructor expertise overseeing automated analytics.
Equity Considerations: The current data collection methodology operates under the assumption that no
personally identifiable information is revealed by students, thus providing assurances that the collected data
cannot be used to impact individual students negatively. However, this also means that it is difficult to determine
if the system is biased or if it benefits all groups of students equally. Without identifiable information or objective
(or self-reported) demographic data, it is challenging to see how the system affects different groups of students
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differently. To address this, future studies could use anonymous surveys given to a diverse group of students.
These studies could also be designed in a more controlled way to help identify any biases in the system. In
doing so, researchers could improve the system itself to ensure fairness towards all students, regardless of their
background, which is important to create an inclusive and equitable learning environment.
Future Work: One promising direction of future work can be towards data-centric approaches, such as Track-
former [47], which could enable the development of models specifically tailored to the classroom environment.
By learning from classroom-specific challenges, such as occlusion, these models could potentially lead to im-
proved ID assignment results. Additionally, future work could explore the use of finer ground truth annotations,
not only to minimize incorrect assignments but also to provide deeper insights into the nature and causes of
inaccuracies. Moreover, our research could be extended to incorporate a more detailed analysis of emerging
student engagement patterns, investigating the interplay between individual behaviors and their collective impact
on overall classroom dynamics. As camera technology advances, future studies could also integrate a broader
range of engagement metrics to gain a more comprehensive understanding of student participation behaviors.
It is important to note that our work focuses on capturing patterns among regular students in typical lecture
scenarios, and its findings may not be generalizable to systematically different populations, such as younger
children, students with disabilities, or those in non-traditional educational settings. Future research should aim
to validate and expand upon these findings across diverse student populations and learning contexts to ensure
the development of equitable and inclusive educational technologies.

8 CONCLUSION
This work presents a novel approach for persistent student identification within and across classroom sessions
without any student instrumentation. We used off-the-shelf deep learning methods, and combined them with a
series of reconciliation techniques to assign consistent IDs within sessions, overcoming errors from occlusions and
movements. We present a cross-session ID matching heuristic that leverages session-level behavioral representa-
tions to re-identify students. Our evaluation results demonstrate state-of-the-art performance. Within-session
tracking achieves 95% assignment accuracy with 98% detection over multiple sessions, with significantly less
erroneous IDs when compared to prior pose-based methods (3 vs. 167 on average). Cross-session matching
outperforms top re-identification algorithms (Precision: 85% vs. 44% on average). Detailed use cases highlight
how individual attribution of behaviors can provide more granular insights into student behaviors than aggregate
data as well as how these analytics can supplement class observation practices and existing multimodal learning
analytics systems. Overall, this contributes an important technical foundation for ambient classroom intelligence
systems to scale existing classroom observation practices and extend current multimodal learning analytics
systems.
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